The Built Environment
Architectural photography is so much more than simply
capturing the standard "product" shots. While these
documentary shots are necessary, in most shoots, in
order to capture the overall essence of the project
for the various marketing and sales purposes, the true
Architectural Photographer will then go beyond the
ordinary, using their own creative vision to capture a
completely different perspective of the project.
As a practicing Architect, Robert Jordan understands
the soul of a building and uses this perspective to see,
and capture, a creative viewpoint that may not be
obvious to others. As an active Outdoor Photographer
as well, his unique vision of light, angles, shapes and
forms, from the natural world, colors his creative vision
in Architectural Photography.
Spectre Imaging can be commissioned for virtually any
type of architectural shoot, for Architects,
Contractors, Real Estate Professionals, Developers,
Corporate Clients, and Private Clients. We shoot all
project types, both interior and exterior, and can
capture simple sales and marketing shots, editorial
shots for magazines and other publications, and
abstract/fine art shots.
Please do not hesitate to contact us regarding your
project. We would be pleased to meet with you to
discuss your needs and to provide a quotation for
services and licensing.

Outdoor
We have a tremendous love for the outdoors that starts
in our home state of Michigan. The majestic Great
Lakes, extensive woodlands, vast range of flora and
fauna, big cities, charming towns, and incalculable
recreation opportunities, make our home a paradise
for Outdoor Photographers, and offer nearly infinite
subjects for our lenses.
We also love to travel, particularly to the tropical
regions, and have spent many exciting times shooting
throughout the World.

Fine Art and Product
Capturing truly distinctive fine art and product images
requires an innate sense of shape, form, pattern, and
color, in addition to solid technical skill. Having
developed our eye for these things through
architectural design and photography, it is a natural
progression for Spectre Imaging to work in the fine art
and product studios.
Private installations, Corporate installations, product
shots, stock images, commissioned projects, and both
interior and exterior shoots are all part of our portfolio.

An Architect by profession, Robert Jordan has always had an interest in the graphic arts, including
photography. His love of the built environment, travel, the outdoors, and fine art, all lend themselves
to his passion for capturing his view of the world. Robert is still a practicing Architect, but regularly
takes photographic commissions and also spends many hours building his stock library with built
environment, outdoor, and fine art images.
Robert utilizes the following equipment: Mamiya RZ67 Pro II medium format camera, with a Leaf
Aptus 65, 22 megapixel digital back; Mamiya 645AFDIII medium format camera with a Leaf Aptus II-6
28MP back; and when out and about, a Sony DSC-RX100 compact camera. All of these cameras
produce outstanding images.
All images are available in a myriad of forms, from various resolutions of digital downloads to 30"x40"
mounted prints, and many things in between. Should you need a specific item or image that you do
not see displayed on our website, please do not hesitate to contact us to discuss. If you would like to
discuss retaining us for a shoot, or to obtain commercial usage rights for any image, please contact us
for a quote.
We appreciate the time that you are taking to view our work and hope that you take as much
pleasure in viewing our images as we did in creating them.

Thank You,
Robert Jordan
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